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Classification of CryoSat-2 radar echoes
Robert Ricker, Stefan Hendricks, Veit Helm, Ru¨diger Gerdes
Abstract Sea-ice thickness at global scale is an important variable in the polar cli-
mate system. Only satellite altimeters such as onboard the CryoSat-2 mission allow
us to obtain sea-ice thickness on hemispherical scale. Accurate CryoSat-2 altimeter
range measurements provide surface elevations which have to be referenced to the
local sea level to obtain sea-ice freeboard that can be converted into sea-ice thick-
ness assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. The local sea-surface height is determined
by careful detection of leads in the ice surface using the specific characteristics of
the radar signal. Off-nadir reflections from leads can significantly affect the range
retracking and hence bias the surface elevations of leads and sea ice. This can fi-
nally lead to a negative freeboard and hence also affects the thickness and volume
retrieval. We present a method for the classification of CryoSat-2 radar echoes to
correctly discriminate between valid and off-nadir biased echoes. We apply our clas-
sification to a CryoSat-2 track from December 15 where 50 leads over a distance of
2300 km are identified. Overall 22 % of the surface elevations are associated with
biased radar echoes.
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Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of CryoSat-2 measurements along track. The green illuminated area illustrates
a Doppler cell. (b) Scheme of CryoSat-2 measurement across track with an off-nadir lead at the
edge of the main radar lobe, causing a range bias of ∆d.
1 Introduction
Several studies have shown considerable evidence that the Arctic sea ice is thinning
during the last decades [13, 9, 6]. When combined with the observed rapid reduction
of the ice covered area [2, 3, 14] this leads to a decline in sea-ice volume [10]. The
only remote sensing technique capable of quantifying this ice-volume decrease at
global scale is satellite altimetry. This method is based on the retrieval of the sea-
ice freeboard, which is the height of the ice-surface above the local sea level (Fig.
1a). Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium the freeboard can be converted into sea-ice
thickness [15, 5, 9] and with additional information into sea-ice volume [10].
Satellite altimeters are operated in different electromagnetic wavelength ranges.
The laser altimeter onboard the ICESat mission featured a small footprint (70 m) but
was affected by clouds. Radar altimeters on the other hand are not affected by clouds
but have a larger footprint of several kilometres. CryoSat-2 is the current satellite
altimeter mission of the European Space Agency (ESA) and was launched in April
2010, with special emphasis on Arctic sea ice. It is equipped with a Ku-Band SAR
radar altimeter (SIRAL - Synthetic Aperture Interferometric Radar Altimeter) that
uses along-track beam sharpening [16] to reduce footprint size compared to previous
radar altimeter missions (ERS1/2, Envisat). By using the effect of the Doppler shift
the radar footprint can be divided into stripes called Doppler cells (for CryoSat-2
approximately 250 m). Each cell is illuminated from different incident angles as the
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Fig. 2 CryoSat-2 waveforms from different surface types for the CryoSat-2 ground track in Fig.
3. The mean first-year ice (FYI) and multi-year ice (MYI) waveforms are an average of all FYI
(MYI) waveforms along the track. (a) shows all waveforms aligned to the peak power in dB. (b)
shows all waveforms normalized and aligned to the peak power.
satellite passes by (Fig. 1a). The echoes of each illumination are stacked to reduce
noise. This method results in a higher resolution than pulse-limited radar altimeters
like onboard ERS1/2 and Envisat.
Since the uncertainties of freeboard can easily reach the magnitude of freeboard
itself, optimized algorithms that reduce errors and uncertainties in CryoSat-2 free-
board retrieval are necessary. The first step in obtaining sea-ice freeboard is to deter-
mine the main scattering horizon to receive geolocated surface elevations [8, 12]. In
this study a threshold first-maximum retracker with a 40% threshold (TFMRA40)
[12, 7] is applied to the geolocated radar echoes (waveforms) that are provided by
the European Space Agency. Within this retracker algorithm the waveform is over-
sampled and smoothed. We compute the derivative to find the first maximum of
the waveform and assign the main scattering horizon at 40% of this first peak. The
effects of different thresholds and retrackers on the freeboard retrieval can be sub-
stantial and have been investigated in [12] and [8]. In the second step the geolocated
CryoSat-2 elevations have to be referenced to the sea level to obtain the freeboard.
We apply a waveform classification algorithm [12] in order to detect leads which
are narrow open water areas in the ice surface. At leads the sea level can directly be
obtained by the CryoSat-2 range measurement. The lead elevations are interpolated
along the CryoSat-2 ground tracks to receive the actual sea-surface height which is
then subtracted from the sea-ice elevations to get the sea-ice freeboard.
[1] have shown that off-nadir reflections from leads can bias the range retrieval
since elevation retrievals are based on the assumption that the main reflector is in
the nadir of the satellite. They typically occur when specular reflection on the edge
of the main radar lobe still dominate the return signal (Fig. 1b and 2 ). These biased
waveforms are mostly a composition of reflections of leads and sea ice. They can
potentially affect elevations of leads if classified as leads as well as ice elevations if
classified as sea ice and cause a range bias of ∆d (Fig. 1b). In this study we present
our method to discriminate waveforms that are biased by off-nadir reflections from
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leads and valid sea-surface height information. In addition the waveform classifica-
tion scheme is extended to also discriminate different ice types.
2 Methods
Before referencing the ice elevations to the local sea level we have to assign wave-
forms to surface types. In this study we only focus on sea-ice and lead waveforms.
Leads show an almost specular reflection due to the absence of surface waves in ice
covered areas, because the surface of narrow open water areas is usually smooth. In
contrast, reflections from sea ice have diffuse characteristics. Hence the echo power
of a lead waveform is significantly higher than for a radar return from sea ice (Fig.
2a). Radar returns from the open ocean can be also considered as tie points for the
sea surface height but are less relevant in referencing the ice elevations because this
surface type mostly occurs in the marginal ice zone. Ocean waveforms are highly
affected by waves and have different characteristics.
We here use the findings of [17] and [12] and use different waveform charac-
teristics to discriminate between first-year ice (FYI) and multi-year ice (MYI). The
pulse peakiness PP is described in [11] and indicates the shape of the power distri-
bution of the waveform. Since waveforms from leads show specular returns, their
PP is higher than those for sea ice with the waveform widened by diffuse reflec-
tions. The echo power contribution of an off-nadir lead is registered after the return
from the nadir area but is of specular nature. Thus the retracker algorithm will fix
the main scattering horizon at the leading edge of the lead. In order to identify those










where WFi is the echo power at range bin i and max(WF) the peak power of the
waveform. PPl and PPr are a measure for the peakiness left and right of the power
maximum as we consider the ratio of the maximum power to the mean power of
only three range bins left and right of the maximum. In the case of a nadir lead the
waveform power distribution is narrow and shows a high maximum echo power as
well as high PPr and PPl values (Fig. 2a and b).
For the lead identification we further use the parameter stack kurtosis (K), also
a measure of peakiness [16], and the stack standard deviation (SSD), which is a
measure of the variation in surface backscatter depending on the incident angle [16].
The term stack refers to the multi-look SAR processing [16]. Leads are associated
with a high K and a low SSD because of their specular reflection. Table 1 shows a set
of waveform parameters used for the discrimination between sea ice and leads. The
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Table 1 Waveform parameter and ice concentration thresholds used in the CryoSat-2 processing
to identify the surface types Lead and multi-year (MYI) and first-year ice (FYI): pulse peakiness
PP, stack kurtosis K, stack standard deviation SSD, peakiness PPl left of the power maximum,
peakiness PPr right of the power maximum and sea-ice concentration IC.
Surface type PP K SSD PPl PPr IC (%)
Lead ≥40 ≥40 ≤4 ≥40 ≥30 ≥70
Sea ice (FYI) ≤60 ≤25 ≥70
Sea ice (MYI) ≤18 ≤15 ≥70
threshold values were determined by test-processing of CryoSat-2 ground tracks.
All waveforms that do not comply with these constraints are discarded.
After the identification of leads, the actual sea level can be interpolated and sub-
tracted from the CryoSat-2 elevations that were identified as sea ice. As a result we
receive the radar freeboard according to [12].
3 Results
Here we show exemplary results from a CryoSat-2 ground track from December 15.
The track is directed south-east and first passes the MYI region north of Greenland
before it passes over FYI in the marginal ice zone in the Fram Strait (Fig. 3). For the
ice-type discrimination we use the OSI SAF ice-type product [4].
Fig. 4a reveals the range retrieval after subtracting the mean sea-surface height.
Applying the waveform discrimination according to Table 1 we find 50 leads over a
distance of 2300 km. Radar echoes with waveform parameters that do not comply
with the thresholds in Table 1 were discarded. Overall 22 % of the FYI and 21 % of
the MYI waveforms are discarded. The fraction of detected leads is 0.7 % for FYI
and 0.5 % for MYI. The difference of waveform characteristics between FYI and
MYI can be seen in the fact that if we use the MYI thresholds for FYI we discard
86 % of the FYI waveforms.
Fig. 4b shows the left- and right-peakiness along the CryoSat-2 track. Within the
MYI the left-peakiness reveals a mean value of 9.0 (Table 2) whereas for FYI we
find a mean PPl of 32.0. Furthermore the scattering for FYI is higher than for MYI.
The right-peakiness PPr shows overall less scattering compared to PPl . It reveals
mean values of 5.6 for MYI and 10.1 for FYI. The mean difference between FYI
and MYI is lower than for PPl but also shows higher values for FYI (Table 2). In
coincidence with negative outliers in the MYI zone in Fig. 4a we find increased
values for PPr and PPl .
Considering the biased waveforms in Table 2 we find PPl values of 21.5 for FYI
and 38.7 for MYI. These values are significantly higher than the mean value for
MYI, but in the range of the mean PPl for FYI. On the other hand, the PPr for MYI
is close to the mean PPr of the unbiased MYI waveforms.




Fig. 3 CryoSat-2 monthly mean radar freeboard from December 2013, using a 40 % retracker
threshold. The black line shows the CryoSat-2 ground track that is considered in this study.
4 Discussion
Waveforms from FYI and MYI are of significantly different nature, which has been
already investigated in [17]. Surface properties of MYI, involving snow cover and
surface roughness, cause a shallow echo power distribution in the waveform whereas
for FYI we find a steeper leading edge (Fig. 2) which results in increased left- and
right peakiness values (Fig. 4b).
This finding has direct consequences for the classification of off-nadir reflections
from leads that can either bias the interpolation of the sea-surface, if classified as
leads, or affect the surface elevations of the sea ice, if classified as sea ice. In the first
case high thresholds for the peakiness are necessary to exclude off-nadir leads. In the
second case off-nadir leads cause decreased ice elevations which is shown in Fig. 4a
for example between 200 and 400 km. In the FYI zone, we do not observe a similar
effect. Fig 2 shows biased waveforms of FYI and MYI. Both are a composition of
an off-nadir lead reflection and reflections from sea ice. The biased MYI waveform
shows a high left-peakiness of 38.7 while the right-peakiness is 5.2 which is close to
the value for mean MYI. Here the off-nadir lead seems to dominate the peak power.
Thus the waveform is dominated by the off-nadir lead reflection and the range is
tracked at the leading edge of the lead waveform contribution, resulting in a range
bias ∆d (Fig. 1b). Considering PPl and PPr allows us to characterize waveforms and
to identify biased waveforms.
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Table 2 Values of left-peakiness (PPl ) and right-peakiness (PPr ) for the different surface types
that are shown in Fig. 2 .
Waveform parameter Mean FYI Mean MYI Lead Biased FYI Biased MYI
PPl 32.0 9.0 87.2 21.5 38.7
PPr 10.1 5.6 109.0 15.1 5.2
FYI waveforms can exhibit similar shapes and properties as biased MYI. As a
consequence, FYI waveforms might be discarded if they are classified as MYI in
the OSI SAF ice type.
We also note that for FYI we find fewer outliers than for MYI (Fig. 4a ). We can
speculate that the backscatter from FYI is usually higher than from MYI (Fig.2a).
An off-nadir lead reflection is then in certain cases still distinguishable from the
sea-ice echo as shown in Fig. 2 (green line). We can identify two peaks where the
first represents the sea-ice reflection and the second the off-nadir lead that is well
separated from the ice waveform. Therefore the retracker algorithm captures the
leading edge of the sea-ice echo correctly and hence a range bias does not occur.
Therefore we can use higher thresholds of PPl and PPr for FYI than for MYI to
avoid discarding FYI waveforms erroneously. However, another reason for fewer
outliers in the FYI zone could be a different pattern and distribution of leads in the
considered FYI area.
The uncertainties of the range retrieval are discussed in more detail in [12]. Be-
sides a bias due to the choice of the retracker, the uncertainty is dominated by the
speckle noise [16, 10] that is around 0.1 m for a single measurement. Using the OSI
SAF ice-type product for the waveform classification also induces a classification
uncertainty [4] and might lead to an underrepresentation of FYI within the MYI
zone. Therefore a combined ice-type classification using the CryoSat-2 waveforms
as well as the OSI SAF ice-type product might be a reasonable approach for the
future. The thresholds in Table 1 for FYI and MYI are empirical and where chosen
considering the distribution of PPl and PPr in Fig. 4b. Valid outliers in Fig. 4a could
not be identified as biased waveforms and still affect the freeboard retrieval.
5 Conclusion
In this study we present a method to classify CryoSat-2 waveforms using a com-
bination of parameters that characterize the radar echo. We use a left- and right-
peakiness to characterize surface types and to identify waveforms that are biased by
off-nadir-leads. Those waveforms can cause a decrease in surface elevation, espe-
cially for multi-year ice while for first-year ice this bias does not have a significant
effect. Therefore we used higher threshold values for the left- and right-peakiness
for first-year ice to avoid discarding first-year ice waveforms erroneously. Overall







Fig. 4 a) Geolocated CryoSat-2 surface elevations after retracking with a 40 % threshold and
subtraction of the mean sea-surface height which has been interpolated along the CryoSat-2 ground
track. Highlighted points belong to the waveforms in Fig. 2. (b) Right- and left-peakiness along the
CryoSat-2 ground track. The dashed vertical line marks the boundary between first- and multi-year
ice.
we discarded 22 % of the radar echoes of a CryoSat-2 ground track from December
15, 2013. Using the multi-year ice thresholds of left- and right-peakiness for FYI
would lead to a rejection of 86 % of the first-year ice waveforms because the shape
of first-year ice waveforms is similar to invalid waveforms from multi-year ice that
are biased by off-nadir leads. However, since we rely on the OSI SAF ice-type prod-
uct valid first-year might be underrepresented if indicated as multi-year ice.
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